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FUNCTIONAL & AESTHETIC INTIMATE TREATMENTS

We are just starting to discover what injectables, lasers, radio frequency, threads, among others, can do for male and female genital restoration. Our functional and aesthetic intimate course will bring delegates the latest advancements, techniques and products being used in top clinics specialized in this field. Furthermore, attendees will have an essential reminder of the theoretical anatomical and functional genital bases.

In the morning we will present a series of dynamic presentations with videos and essential theory presented in a didactic fashion by our world-class faculty. In the afternoon, Live Demonstrations will provide in detail invasive and mini-invasive procedures, as well as highlight the particularities of the aesthetic and functional demands.

Treatments will be based on Regenerative Medicine applied to the restauration and rejuvenation of the female genitalia.

The goal of this pre-course is to provide a high level, advanced experience, with solid take-aways that can easily and safely be applied in existing clinic looking to produce the highest quality results.
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THEORETICAL ANATOMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL GENITAL BASES
CHAIR: Nicolas BERRENI

• Understanding the basics of Medicine and regenerative surgery
  
Jérémy MAGALON

ABOUT INJECTABLES
CHAIR: Nicolas BERRENI

• Mesotherapy and vulvar rejuvenation
  Adrian GASPAR
  Nicolas BERRENI
• Association Hyaluronic Acids and Botulinum Toxins
  Sherif WAKIL
• Injectables and genital rejuvenation
  Massimiliano BRAMBILLA, Stefania DE FAZIO
• Fat and stem cells: Genital applications
  Stéphane SMARRITO

ABOUT LASERS, COMBINED RADIOFREQUENCIES, AND CARBOXYTHERAPY AND TISSUE REGENERATION
CHAIR: Nicolas BERRENI

• Rejuvenation and skin-mucosa cosmetics: Stretch marks and scars
  Stefano SALVATORE
  Massimiliano BRAMBILLA
• Current cellulite treatment: Lasers and radiofrequencies
  Zuramis ESTRADA,
  Ernesto DELGADO CIDRANES
• Combined radiofrequencies
  Isabel HERMENEGILDO
• Carboxytherapy and tissue regeneration

LIVES AND DEMONSTRATIONS - PART I
CHAIR: Nicolas BERRENI

LIVE DEMO

- Injections of hyaluronic acids and botulinum toxins
- Genital lipofilling
- Lasers / radiofrequencies and carboxytherapy application

Nicolas BERRENI, Stéphane SMARRITO
Massimiliano BRAMBILLA, Gustavo LEIBASCHOFF
Zuramis ESTRADA, Erez DAYAN,
Ivan FISTONIC, Yegor KOLODCHENKO,
Stefano SALVATORE

16:30 - 18:30
LIVES AND DEMONSTRATIONS - PART II
CHAIR: Nicolas BERRENI

LIVE DEMO

- Peeling & injections
- Peeling applications
- Installation of tensor threads
- Cellulite treatments

Philippe DEPREZ
Adrian GASPAR
Evgenii LESHUNOV
Massimiliano BRAMBILLA
ADVANCED FACIAL AESTHETIC MASTERCLASS

Even though facial aesthetics is a fast-paced changing field with cultural and ethnical specificities, in-depth knowledge of clinical facial anatomy combined with advanced injection techniques will always be the pillars to ensure safe and optimal results in aesthetic medicine all over the world.

The Monaco Advanced Facial Aesthetic Masterclass is aimed at high level discerning doctors in aesthetic medicine interested in deepening their knowledge and improving their technique, as well as getting acquainted with the latest in facial aesthetics. Each year, we focus on two modules of the top ten clinically relevant anatomic zones. This year, we will cover nose & nasolabial fold enhancing techniques in the morning program, and cheek and zygoma in the afternoon.

The world’s most prominent Plastic Surgeons, who operate and see the live anatomy of facial tissues on a weekly basis, will lecture and demonstrate on clinically relevant anatomy. The talks will be followed by an equally eminent faculty of Specialists, selected to inject these focus zones and share the most relevant pearls and pitfalls aiming to grow and safeguard your aesthetic practice.

We will carefully select models with challenging features within the focus zones in order to perform the most demanding and sophisticated live treatments. We will also emphasize cultural, ethnic and gender variations so you have the adequate tools should such treatment be required from you.

The lecture topics will be put into practice in the live show where paired injectors will have ample time to discuss surface anatomy, choice of filler and toxin, mode of injection, precautions and after care.
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9:00 - 10:30

HOT TOPICS IN NOSE & NASOLABIAL REGION

CHAIR: Ali PIRAYESH, Dario BERTOSSI

- Introduction to the Masterclass
- Aesthetic anatomy of nose & nasolabial region
- Toxins Do’s & Don’ts around nose, cheek & zygoma
- Medical rhinoplasty: Ethnic differences
- Prevention and treatment of medical rhinoplasty complications including blindness
- The celebrity nose & challenging clients

Ali PIRAYESH
Dario BERTOSSI
Izolda HEYDENRYCH STEGMANN
Jennifer GAONA
Krishan Mohan KAPOOR
Speaker TBC

11:00 - 13:00

NOSE & NASOLABIAL REGION

CHAIR: Dario BERTOSSI

**LIVE DEMO**

- Patient 1: Medical rhinoplasty & profilioplasty
- Patient 2: Nasolabial fold: The Aussie approach
- Patient 3: Nasolabial fold deep & superficial approaches
- Patient 4: Medical rhinoplasty in Asians

Dario BERTOSSI
Speaker TBC
Anil RAJANI
Hervé RASPALDO

14:00 - 16:00

HOT TOPICS IN CHEEKS & ZYGOMA REGION

CHAIR: Ali PIRAYESH

- Advanced cheek & zygoma anatomy with emphasis on SAFE layers
- Cheek enhancement before, after and vs (mid) facelift
- Cheek enhancement in full faces: rejuvenate & support
- Combined injections and regenerative mesococktails for cheek acne scars

Ali PIRAYESH
Steven DAYAN
Ekaterina GUTOP
Anna Marie OLSEN

16:30 - 18:30

CHEEKS & ZYGOMA REGION

CHAIR: Ali PIRAYESH

**LIVE DEMO**

- Patient 1: Male masculine zygoma & cheek
- Patient 2: Cheek Layering approach with various G prime fillers
- Patient 3: Peachy smooth feminine cheeks “fine lines”
- Patient 4 Asian cheek challenges: The quest for V shape with filler & toxin

Shino BAY AGUILERA
Ali PIRAYESH
Tatjana PAVICIC
Chytra ANAND